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We describe a novel molecular dynamics~MD! method to simulate the uniaxial deformation of an
amorphous polymer. This method is based on a rigorously defined statistical mechanics ensemble
appropriate for describing an isothermal, displacement controlled, uniaxial stress mechanical test.
The total number of particles is fixed and the normal stresses in the direction normal to the applied
strain are constant, i.e., anNTLxsyyszz ensemble. By using the Lagrangian of the extended system
~i.e., including additional variables corresponding to the temperature and cross-sectional area
fluctuations!, we derive a set of equations of motion for the atomic coordinates and the additional
variables appropriate to this ensemble. In order to avoid the short MD time step appropriate for the
stiff covalent bonds along the polymer chains, we introduce bond length constraints. This is
achieved using a variation of the commonly used SHAKE@J. P. Ryckaert, G. Ciccotti, and H. J. C.
Berendsen, J. Comp. Phys.23, 327 ~1977!# algorithm. A numerical method for integrating the
equations of motion with constraints via a modification of the velocity Verlet@W. C. Swope, H. C.
Andersen, P. H. Berens, and K. R. Wilson, J. Chem. Phys.76, 637 ~1982!# algorithm is presented.
We apply this new algorithm to the constant strain rate deformation of an amorphous polyethylene
in a model containing several distinct polymer chains. To our knowledge, this is the first time that
bond length constraints were applied to a macromolecular system together with an extended






















































The mechanical properties of polymers play an imp
tant role in effectively all polymer applications. Therefor
these properties have received considerable attention o
polymer research community. The macroscopic mechan
properties of amorphous polymers are intimately related
their microscopic molecular structure and the types of m
lecular motions that occur upon application of a stress. Yi
behavior is one of the most important attributes of an am
phous polymers. How a polymer plastically deforms contr
such important properties as ductility, toughness and imp
resistance.
The deformation behavior of amorphous polymers h
been studied experimentally, theoretically, and via compu
simulation. Experimental investigations have the advant
that they provide macroscopic and/or microscopic data
specific, real materials. However, in experimental work, it
difficult to separate the effects arising from different origi
and to systematically vary specific structural properties w
out inadvertently modifying other properties. Unlike in e
perimental work, theoretical approaches allow us to cha
individual parameters without affecting others. Because
the inherent complexity of the yielding phenomena in po
mers, theoretical analyses are often reduced to descri
plastic behavior in terms of composite parameters that
empirically chosen to provide the best fit with experimen
observations. Molecular scale simulations have the adv
tage over analytical theory and experiment in that the ph























origin. Simulations also have the advantage of being able
systematically vary specific structural features~e.g., bond
torsional stiffness! without modifying others. Unfortunately
within the capabilities of present-day computing, molecu
simulations are limited in terms of spatial and tempo
scales that can be investigated. Another limitation of mole
lar simulations is their dependence on~usually! empirical
descriptions of atomic interactions. Given these limitatio
applications and interpretation of molecular scale simu
tions have to be carefully chosen to avoid artifacts.
While there have been many computer simulation st
ies of deformation, they have focused predominantly on
deformation of atomic, rather than macromolecular, syste
Relatively few computer simulation studies of the deform
tion of solid amorphous polymers have been performed. T
is due, in part, to the added complexity associated with
connectivity of polymer chains. This factor is, however, ve
important because the difference between the mechanica
havior of macromolecular systems and atomic systems is
marily attributable to this very feature. Argon, Mott, Hutni
and Suter1–3 have used a computer simulation procedu
based upon energy minimization, to study the yielding b
havior of several polymer systems. These studies were
first to make the important connection between specific f
tures of the stress–strain curve and molecular scale phen
ena. Because their simulations were based upon the en
minimization method, no information could be directly e
tracted regarding the role played by temperature or strain


































































































4397Yang, Srolovitz, and Yee: Molecular dynamics for deformationlation approach employed by Argonet al.1–3 was limited to
fixed Poisson’s ratio deformation~n50.5!, such that the
overall density was fixed. This is, potentially, a major lim
tation, since density changes do occur during deforma
and such changes are often invoked to explain part of
deformation behavior of polymers.
The molecular dynamics~MD! simulation method has
several advantages over the energy minimization approac
studying such dynamical phenomena as deformation. For
ample, MD can be used to predict the detailed dynam
associated with deformation events and to examine, dire
temperature and strain rate effects. Brown, Clarke,
co-workers4,5 were the first to apply the MD method to stud
the yielding behavior of a macromolecular system. Th
study employed a ‘‘loose-coupling’’ MD procedure which
not based on a rigorously defined statistical ensemble.
ther, their use of a fictitious external stress resulted in de
mation that was neither constant strain or stress rate.
makes the significance of their results difficult to evaluate
order to overcome these difficulties, we have develope
new molecular dynamics simulations procedure for mode
the deformation behavior of amorphous polymers that is
orously based on a prescribed statistical ensemble and al
for constant strain rate simulations that closely reproduce
deformation history and behavior that occur in uniaxial te
commonly performed in the laboratory.
Deformation experiments on amorphous polymers
typically performed using a testing machine in which t
cross-head displacements are specified in order to maint
prescribed strain rate in one direction~such displacemen
controlled experiments are much easier to perform t
stress controlled experiments!. The normal stresses in th
two directions perpendicular to the tensile axis are zero~ac-
tually atmospheric pressure!. The advantage of strain con
trolled tests over stress controlled tests is that the for
permits the investigation of post-yield stress drop deform
tion. While such uniaxial tests are not explicitly isotherm
typical variations in temperature during a tensile test at ty
cal testing rates do not exceed 1 K. Therefore, the new,
tended ensemble molecular dynamics method develo
here correspond to a constant, uniaxial strain rate tes
which the transverse normal stresses are zero, the tem
ture is constant, and the stress is purely uniaxial. While
procedure developed here was designed to model the
stant strain rate, uniaxial tensile test of an amorphous p
mer, it is sufficiently general to simulate any type of stra
controlled uniaxial test~tension or compression! of any type
of material.
In the next section of this paper, we describe the conc
tual framework of the new, extended ensemble~isothermal,
constant uniaxial strain rate! MD method. A detailed descrip
tion of this approach, as it applies to atomic systems is
subject of Sec. III. Exactly the same procedure could be u
to simulate polymeric systems. However, since the in-ch
covalent bonds are much stiffer than the bending, torsio
and van der Waals portions of the interatomic potent
these stiff bonds force the use of very short simulation ti








































advantageous to fix the bond length. Ryckaert a
co-workers6–8 devised an approach, known as the SHAK
algorithm to handle this constraint. In Sec. IV, we combi
our generalized extended ensemble MD method to acco
for bond length constraints using a variation of the SHAK
algorithm. Next, we describe the numerical procedures
several important practical details used to successfully in
grate the equations of motions derived in Sec. IV. Fina
we present the results from our simulations of the deform
tion of a model, amorphous polyethylene performed us
our new, extended ensemble MD method.
II. NTL xsyy szz EXTENDED ENSEMBLE MD
MD is a simulation approach in which the equations
motion of each particle are numerically integrated forward
time. Given initial positions and momenta of all particles a
a description of the interaction of the particles, MD can
used to predict the trajectories of all of the particles. T
macroscopic behavior of the system is determined by p
forming ~time! averages of the desired properties over all
the trajectories. If the ergodic hypothesis holds, the traject
average of a property is equivalent to the corresponding
semble average. Therefore, in order to determine the ap
priate macroscopic properties, it is essential that the
semble used to generate the particle trajectories is suit
chosen to match the appropriate macroscopic boundary
ditions. In traditional molecular dynamics, the classical Ne
tonian equations of motion are solved for each particle p
ducing trajectories corresponding to the microcannon
ensemble. This is called theNVE ensemble, since the num
ber of particles (N), total volume (V), and energy (E) are
conserved.
The extended ensemble concept, first proposed
Andersen,9 greatly enhances the power and flexibility
MD. Andersen used this method to perform simulations
which the pressure and enthalpy were conserved~i. ., NPH!
rather than the volume and energy (NVE). This was done by
introducing the system volume as a dynamical variable. T
volume was determined in terms of the deviation of the
ternal pressure of the system from the specified exte
pressure. In this extended ensemble method, a set of ‘
tended’’ or ‘‘virtual’’ variables ~in this case, the scaled pa
ticle coordinates and the volume! and a properly modified
Lagrangian are introduced. The Hamiltonian and equati
of motion of the ‘‘extended’’ variables are derived from th
Lagrangian. By defining the direct relationships between
positions and momenta of the ‘‘original system’’ with th
‘‘extended’’ variables, every state of the extended syst
corresponds to a unique point in the phase space of the o
nal system. The time scale associated with the volume fl
tuation is determined by the choice of a constant in the mo
fied Lagrangian, which can be interpreted as the inertia o
piston. The time average of any property calculated from
trajectory generated by the equations of motion of the
tended system is equal to the ensemble average of this p
erty for an isoenthalpic–isobaric ensemble in which the pr






























































4398 Yang, Srolovitz, and Yee: Molecular dynamics for deformationgeneralized this method to the case of constant stres
introducing the lengths and angles describing the box c
taining the system as additional variables to be set by
external stress~tensor!. Nosé11 proposed yet another varia
tion of this procedure in order to keep the temperature c
stant~i.e., theNVT ensemble!. To this end, he introduced
new variables to scale the MD time step.s is related to the
specific heat of the thermal reservoir in contact with the s
tem.
In the present paper, we focus on the ensemble ap
priate for modeling a uniaxial tension test. The required
semble will be isothermal, which corresponds to a prescri
strain in thex-direction and fixed normal stresses in they
andz-directions. To this end, we first generalize the extend
ensemble method to describe an isothermal orthorhom
system in which the dimension of the simulation cell in t
x-direction and the normal stresses in the other two dir
tions are fixed. This ensemble is illustrated in Fig. 1. W
refer to this as theNTLxsyyszz ensemble, the Lagrangia
and equations of motion for which are derived in the follo
ing section. Constant strain rate simulations can be p
formed by appropriately choosing the rate at which
length of the box is changed.
While traditional (NVE) MD simulations are performed
at fixed volume and energy, thereby leaving the stress
temperature uncontrolled, in theNTLxsyyszz ensemble the
length of the box, the temperature and the transverse no
stresses are fixed while the longitudinal stress (xx), the en-
ergy and the cross sectional areaA fluctuate. Therefore, this
ensemble is like anNVT ensemble in thex-direction and, at
the same time, like anNPT ensemble in they and
z-directions. A natural choice is to break the symmetry of
x, y andz-directions and consider them differently. Since w
specify the length of the simulation cell in thex-direction
and the normal stress in they andz-directions~in response to
the external pressure!, we introduce the cross section area
the simulation cell in theyz-planeA as a dynamic variable
A will fluctuate as necessary in order to keep the norm
stresses iny and z-directions fixed. In principle, we shoul
employ two dynamic variables, corresponding to the dim
sions of the simulation cell in they and z-directions; how-
ever, since these two directions are equivalent in an am
phous polymer, we employ only the single dynamic varia
A. As in theNVT extended ensemble method of Nose´, we
FIG. 1. The simulation cell geometry and coordinate system used to m





















introduce the dynamic variables to control the temperature
Two constantswA and ws are introduced into the Lagrang
ian, and they are associated with the dynamic fluctuation
A ands, respectively.
In the next section, we present a detailed description
the ‘‘extended variables’’ and the relationship between
extended variables and the real system variables. In addi
we present the Lagrangian, Hamiltonian, and equations
motion for the extended system. In the Appendix, we exte
the proof presented by Nose´,11 to demonstrate that the con
figurations generated by these equations have exactly
same partition function as theNTLxsyyszz ensemble.
III. ATOMIC SYSTEMS
In this section, we focus on theNTLxsyyszz ensemble
of N atomic particles interacting through interatomic pote
tials which are known analytically. The ‘‘extended’’ var
ables of this system include$xi ,yi ,zi ,A,s%, as discussed
above. The atomic positions$xi ,yi ,zi% are scaled by the









whereh is the matrix describing the orthorhombic simulatio
cell and is defined within the equation. In this scaling, t
coordinatesxi , yi , zi P @0,1) and the dimensions of th
simulation cell in thex, y, andz-directions areLx , AA, and
AA. Note, that whileLx is specified in the ensemble,A will
fluctuate in time. In this ensemble, if the coordinate axes
chosen to lie parallel to the edges of the orthorhombic u
cell, all of the off-diagonal terms in the stress tensorare
zero ~by the symmetry of the loading and the orthorhomb
unit cell!, syy and szz are constrained to be equal to th
external pressurePext, and sxx fluctuates~becauseLx is
fixed!.


























which is a function of the ‘‘extended’’ variable
$xi ,yi ,zi ,A,s% and of their time derivatives with respect t
‘‘virtual’’ time t ~as described later in this section!. In this
function,mi is the mass of particlei , F is the energy of the
system determined by summing the interatomic potent
and the asterisks indicate differentiation with respect to
‘‘virtual’’ time ~as opposed to real time, as described belo!.
s is the dynamic variable which is used to maintain the s
tem at constant temperatureText and is associated with th
scaling of the time step in MD andws determines the mag
nitude of the temperature fluctuations, as originally intr
duced by Nose´.11 f is the number of degrees of freedom




























4399Yang, Srolovitz, and Yee: Molecular dynamics for deformationthe system@ f 5 d(N 2 1)#, whered is the dimensionality
of space.wA may be viewed as the inertia of the pisto
which fixes the normal stress in they andz-directions at the
external pressurePext, similar to the approach introduced b
Andersen.9
The first and the second terms in the Lagrangian
associated with the kinetic energy and the potential energ
the system; the third and the forth terms can be viewed as
kinetic energy and the potential energy associated with
namical variables; the fifth and sixth terms are associat
with the kinetic and the potential energy of the dynam
variable A. The momenta of the ‘‘extended’’ variable


















The corresponding Hamiltonian is
H5(
i
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The equations of motion for the ‘‘extended’’ variables, e






















































































~ f yiyi1 f zizi !2PextG ,
wheref is the force on individual atoms derived from grad
ents of the potentialF. These equations of motion show th





the temperature control and the box shape, in addition to
forces derived from potentials. The equation of motion
the variables depends on the difference between the inst
taneous kinetic energy of the system and the kinetic ene
appropriate for the specified temperatureText. Similarly, the
quation of motion for the variableA depends on the differ-
ence between the instantaneous average normal stress
y andz-directions and the external pressure.
The equations of motions described above are for
extended variables or scaled coordinates of the atoms, w
are related to the real variables as per Eq.~3.1!. The relation-
ship between the ‘‘real’’ timet and the ‘‘virtual’’ time t is
dt5dt/s. ~3.6!
The unscaled momenta of the real variables are related to








The resulting equations of motion in the real variab
and real time are found using Eqs.~3.5!, ~3.1!, ~3.6!, and
~3.7!,
mir̈ xi5 f xi2 ṡs
21pxi ,
mir̈ yi5 f yi2 ṡs
21pyi1
mir yi
2A S Ä2 Ȧ22AD ,
mir̈ zi5 f zi2 ṡs
21pzi1
mir zi
















3F 12ALx (i 51
N S pyi2 1pzi2mi 1 f yir yi1 f zir ziD 2PextG ,










Using the approach followed by Nose´,11 it can be shown that
the real phase space trajectory of the system rigorously
isfies the constraints of theNTLxsyyszz ensemble, as proven
in the Appendix.
While it is possible to write and integrate the equatio
of motion @Eq. ~3.5!# directly in terms of the scaled variable
and ‘‘virtual’’ time, performing such calculations in terms o



























































4400 Yang, Srolovitz, and Yee: Molecular dynamics for deformationHowever, performing the simulations in real time yields da
that are uniformly distributed in time, which makes the p
formance of time averages more straightforward. Anot
advantage in performing the simulations using the real~un-
scaled! variables is associated with the bond length co
straints~discussed in the next section!, which are most sim-
ply written in terms of real atom separations.
In order to perform simulations at a constant, finite e
gineering strain rate, we slowly increase thex-dimension
Lx of the orthorhombic box. In practice, this is accomplish
by increasingLx in finite stepsdLx 5 ėLx0dt at each MD
time step, wheredt is the time step,ė is the strain rate and
Lx0 is the initial dimension of the sample in th
x-direction. This approach is valid provided thatdLx /dt
5 ėLx0 is much smaller than the speed of sound in the m
terial.
IV. CONSTRAINED MOLECULAR SYSTEMS
For a polymer system, the intrachain covalent bond
much stiffer than the other types of potentials describing
interactions~i.e., bending, torsional, and van der Waal!.
Since the time step in a MD simulation must be small co
pared with the fundamental vibrational periodDt
5 2pAm/k ~k is the bond stiffness andm is the particle
mass!, large stiffness necessarily implies small MD tim
steps. Since there is a large disparity between the stiffne
of the intrachain covalent bond and those of the other ty
of potentials, it is computationally advantageous to freeze
intrachain covalent bonds at their equilibrium lengths. This
reasonable since the large stiffness of the covalent bo
suggests that the vibrations of these bonds will be of v
small amplitude. Furthermore, since the intrachain cova
bonds are much stiffer than the other potentials describ
the atomic interactions~i.e., bending, torsional, and van de
Waals!, constraining these bonds to a fixed length will ha
very little influence on the deformation behavior. Therefo
introducing bond length constraints should not introduce
serious artifacts into MD simulations of realistic polym
systems, while greatly accelerating the MD simulations.
Ryckaert, Ciccotti, and Berendsen6 devised an efficient
algorithm using Cartesian coordinates, known as SHAKE
fulfill the bond length constraint at each MD step. This alg
rithm does not significantly increase the numerical errors
sociated with integrating the equations of motion. The inc
poration of the SHAKE algorithm into the numeric
framework of the Verlet algorithm12 ~commonly used to in-
tegrate the equations of motion in MD! is straightforward.
The SHAKE algorithm was originally developed for tra
ditional NVE systems and its application to other statistic
mechanics ensembles~e.g.,NPH, NPT! requires additional
theoretical development. By decoupling the internal geo
etry constraints from the space scaling implicit in the e
tended system method, Ryckaert, Ciccotti, and Ferrari7,8
made the extension of the SHAKE algorithm to other sta
tical mechanics ensembles possible. In their approach,
Lagrangian of the system is recast in terms of the molec






























coordinates. The time scaling, related to temperature con
in an NPT ensemble, is applied to all of the degrees
freedom. At the same time, the space scaling is only app
to the centers of mass of each molecule without affecting
relative coordinates of the atoms belonging to the same m
ecule. We will follow this same general approach to exte
the SHAKE algorithm to account for the extended ensem
method described in Sec. IV for theNTLxsyyszz ensemble.
We can rewrite the Lagrangian for theNTLxsyyszz en-
semble@Eq. ~3.2!# in terms of center of mass variables fo
the individual polymer chains;j ia , ra , wherea labels in-
dividual chains,ra is the scaled position of the center o
mass of chaina, andj ia is the position of atomi in chaina
measured relative to the chain center of mass. These
variables are ‘‘extended variables’’ in the sense that they
in the scaled coordinate system and their time derivatives
always with respect to a ‘‘virtual’’ timet, as defined above
In terms of this set of variables, the Lagrangian is
L5 (
a51















2 !G2F1 ws2 *s2













whereN is the total number of molecules in the system,n is
the total number of atoms in each molecule~in order to keep
the notation as simple as possible, we assume that all m
ecules have the same number of atoms and are indistingu
able!, h is the metric tensor defined in Eq.~3.1!, d is the
fixed length of the covalent bonds~which we also assume to
be constant for simplicity!, M is the total mass of the poly
mer chain, and* indicate time derivatives with respect to th




































4401Yang, Srolovitz, and Yee: Molecular dynamics for deformationwhere the momenta of the ‘‘extended’’ variables are now
p ia5mis



















The equations of motion using these center of mass ‘‘
tended’’ variables are
mias








































































wheref ia is the force on thei th atom ofath molecule which
is derived from the interatomic potential,Fa is the total force
on moleculea. An artificial ~constraint! force is added in
order to ensure that the bond lengths remain fixed. The
of the constraint force for the two bonds to atomi of mol-
eculea is gia . As discussed in Ref. 8,ma 5 Fa /M .
The relationships between the extended variables in
center of mass system~Greek letters! and the real variables
~Roman letters! are
Ra5hra ,
r ia5Ra1j ia ,
dt5dt/s,
Pxa5Pxa /Lxs,













where upper and lower case letters refer to the center of m
and atom coordinates, respectively,R and r correspond to
positions, andP andp correspond to momenta. The resultin
equations of motion in the real variables and in real time
found using Eqs.~4.5! and ~4.6!,
mir̈ xia5 f xia1gxia2 ṡs
21pxia ,
mir̈ yia5 f yia1gyia2 ṡs
21pyia1
miRya
2A S Ä2 Ȧ22AD ,
mir̈ zia5 f zia1gzia2 ṡs
21pzia1
miRza




















N S Pya2 1Pza2M 1FyaRya
1FzaRzaD 2PextG ,
where the forces with two indices indicate center of ma
forces, while those with three indicate forces on ato
within a particular polymer chain. Note that the term in t
parentheses in the equation of motion of the cross secti
area is the internal stress associated with the center of m
of the molecules~rather than that of the individual atoms!.


















































































4402 Yang, Srolovitz, and Yee: Molecular dynamics for deformationBased upon these relationships, the temporal evolution o
real variables described by Eqs.~4 5! and~4.6! can be shown
to rigorously correspond to theNTLxsyyszz ensemble with
constrained intrachain bond lengths.
These equations of motion describe the dynamics of
real variables of each polymer chain and the atoms wit
them, subject to the fixed bond length constraint along
chain and within theNTLxsyyszz ensemble. Although thes
equations of motion were derived using the extended v
ables, it is the real variables that directly enter the MD sim
lation code. It is important, however, to realize that the re
tionship between the real variables in theNTLxsyyszz
ensemble is not exactly the same as in the simplerNVE
ensemble. For example, they-component of the momentum
of an individual atomi cannot be found directly from the
time derivative of the position of that atom, but rather fro
paiy5miṙ a iy2(miȦ/2A)Ray . Additionally, other properties
must be computed directly in terms of the momenta a
positions and not in terms of their derivatives~e.g., the ki-
netic energy should be written aspi
2/2m rather than as
mṙ i
2/2!.
The equations of motion in Eq.~4.7! have a similar
structure to those in Eq.~3.7! for an atomic system. Note tha
variations in the cross sectional area,A, only affect the equa-
tion of motion of the atoms in they and z-directions by
modifying the position of the center of mass of the ent
molecule. The equation of motion for the cross sectional a
A, in turn, is determined by the difference between the
erage normal stress internal to the system in they and





N S Pka2M 1FkaRka D , ~4.9!
where the subscriptk refers to the Cartesian directionsx, y,
andz. These stresses are ‘‘molecular’’ stresses, because
~4.9! is written directly in terms of the momenta, forces, a
coordinates of the centers of mass of the molecules, ra
than the atoms.
At constant strain~i.e., fixedLx! the Hamiltonian of the
system should be conserved. In terms of the real variab

















However, if the system is strained at any finite rate,
Hamiltonian will not be conserved. As in the atomic system
the molecular system can be strained at a fixed strain rat
quasistatically changingLx according to dLx 5 ėLxdt,
wheredt is the time step used in the MD simulation. In th
present molecular system, we translate the centers of ma
the molecules at a rate which is in accordance with the rat




















This is consistent with our definition of the Lagrangia
above. The momenta of atoms inx direction will feel this














In this section, we describe the molecular dynamics
gorithm used to integrate the equations of motion@Eq. ~4.7!#
for all of the particles in theNTLxsyyszz ensemble with
fixed intramolecular bond length constraints. In tradition
MD simulation, algorithms such as the Verlet algorithm12 are
used to integrate these equations of motion. The Verlet a
rithm is a direct integration of the second-order equations
motion and is based on current positions, current accel
tions and positions from the previous time step. Howev
there are several features of the present, bond length
strainedNTLxsyyszz ensemble that makes these metho
inapplicable in their traditional forms.
The first difficulty is associated with the temperatu
control. In order to keep the sample isothermal, particle
celerations depend not only on the force but also directly
the particle momenta~i.e., particle velocities!. Therefore, the
Verlet algorithm cannot be directly applied because curr
velocities are not available. A variant of the Verlet alg
rithm, known as the velocity Verlet method13 is based upon
the same type of integration of the equations of motion,
uses the current velocities instead of the positions from
previous time step. Since, in the present case, we need
current particle velocities, a method based upon the velo
Verlet algorithm should be more appropriate.
In the NTLxsyyszz ensemble, the temperature and no
mal stress controls require that the equations for motion
the particles depend on the current first and second der
tives ofA ands. The second derivatives ofA ands depend,
in turn, on the current particle momenta. This interdep
dence problem prevents the direct application of the velo
Verlet method. Fox and Andersen14 suggested a procedure t
modify the velocity Verlet algorithm to handle this difficult
for atomic systems without adversely affecting the accum
lated errors. Their approach is to use the particle mome
from the previous time step to approximateA ands and their
derivatives and use these approximate values for integra
the equations of motion of the particles. These new coo
nates are then used to make a better approximation to
current values ofA ands, to be used in the following time
step. We will apply these same concepts to the integratio
the equations of motion here.
While the Fox and Andersen algorithm14 solves the
problem of incorporation ofA and s into the equations of
































4403Yang, Srolovitz, and Yee: Molecular dynamics for deformationprovide a mechanism for incorporating the constraint for
associated with the fixed bond length in a polymer syste
Although the SHAKE approach can be used directly with
Verlet algorithm~including the constraint forces!, it cannot
be used with the velocity Verlet method since the veloc
Verlet algorithm requires the determination of the parti
acceleration one time step ahead which is not available w
using the SHAKE method. Andersen15 overcame this diffi-
culty with his RATTLE scheme for including bond lengt
constraints in a velocity Verlet formulation. This is done
performing two types of iterations for each MD time ste
one for updating the positions and one for updating the
locities. In a recent paper, Palmer16 suggested a new, singl
iteration approach within the framework of a velocity Verl
algorithm with bond length constraints in anNVE ensemble.
In Palmer’s approach, the velocity Verlet algorithm is rec
in a form in which the bond length constraint is applied tw
time steps beyond the current one in order to calculate
constraint force one time step ahead,
x~ t1dt!5x~ t !1~dt!ẋ~ t !1 12~dt!
2ẍ~ t !, ~5.1a!
ẋ~ t1 12dt!5 ẋ~ t !1
1
2~dt!ẍ~ t !, ~5.1b!
ẋ~ t1dt!5 ẋ~ t1 12dt!1
1
2~dt!ẍ~ t1dt!, ~5.1c!
x~ t12dt!5x~ t1dt!1~dt!ẋ~ t1dt!1 12~dt!
2ẍ~ t1dt!.
~5.1d!
For each time step, this method requires the current p
tions, current velocities, and current accelerations~i cluding
the constraint force contribution!.
We employ this modified velocity Verlet approach in o
bond length constrained,NTLxsyyszz ensemble MD simula-
tions. The equations of motion@Eq. ~4.7!# are integrated in
the following manner:
~1! We assume thatr (t), ṙ (t), r̈ (t), s(t), ṡ(t), s̈(t), A(t),
Ȧ(t), andÄ(t) are all known. From this data, the kinet
energy and internal normal stresses can be determine
the current timet. Using these quantities in Eq.~5.1a!
allows us to determine the values of all of the variab
at the next time step,r (t1dt), s(t1dt), andA(t1dt).
~2! The values of the velocities~i.e., time derivatives! of all
of the variables are determined at the next half-time s





~3! Next, we approximate the velocities and acceleration
A ands at time (t1dt) in terms of the available infor-
mation.
We obtains̈(t1dt) by using the equation of motion fo
s in Eq. ~4.7! in which the derivative ofs on the right-
hand side of the equation is evaluated at (t1 12dt) and the
momenta of particles att. Since we are using
ṡ(t1 12dt) and the momenta of particles att o estimate
s̈(t1dt), the resultants̈(t1dt) is approximate, as indi-













ṡ(t1 12dt) and Eq.~5.1c!, we determine an approximat
value of ṡ(t1dt), which we refer to aṡapp(t1dt).
We then useṡapp(t1dt) and the momenta of particles a
t ~instead oft1dt! to determine approximate values o
Ä(t1dt) @i.e., Äapp(t1dt)#. Using Äapp(t1dt),
Ȧ(t1 12dt), and Eq. ~5.1c!, we can approximate
Ȧ(t1dt) @i.e., Ȧapp(t1dt)#.
~4! Determine the total force on each particlef(t1dt) from
the interatomic potentials~including nonbonded and
bonded contributions! using the particle coordinate
r (t1dt).
~5! We now determineṙ (t1dt), r̈ (t1dt), and r (t12dt)
using the approximate values obtained in step~3!.





















While Eq. ~5.2! only describes the acceleration in th
x-direction, similar equations apply in the other two, o
thogonal directions. For simplicity, we will only explicitly
show the procedure for integrating the equations of motion
the x-direction.
Examination of Eqs. ~5.2! and ~5.1c! shows that
ṙ (t1dt) and r̈ (t1dt) are interdependent and functions
g(t1dt). These equations can be solved to yieldṙ (t1dt)
andr̈ (t 1 dt) in terms ofg(t 1 dt) and other known quanti-
ties,








3F11 ~dt!ṡ~ t1dt!2s~ t1dt! G
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5 r̈ xia9 ~ t1dt!1
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4404 Yang, Srolovitz, and Yee: Molecular dynamics for deformationwhere r̈ xia9 (t 1 dt) and r̈ xia9 (t 1 dt) represent the con
straint force (g) independent parts of the particle veloci
and acceleration and along withCg are defined within Eqs
~5.3! and ~5.4!. Substituting Eqs.~5.3! and ~5.4! into Eq.
~5.1d!, yields
r xia~ t12dt!5r xia~ t1dt!1~dt! ṙ xia9 ~ t1dt!
1 12~dt!
2r̈ xia9 ~ t1dt!12C
ggxia~ t1dt!
5r xia9 ~ t1dt!12C
ggxia~ t1dt!, ~5.5!
wherer xia9 is defined within the equation. Finally, applyin
the bond length constraint from the SHAKE algorithm, w
obtainCggxia(t1dt) from Eqs.~5.3!, ~5.4!, and~5.5!. Sub-
stituting the resultantCggxia(t1dt) back into these equa
tions yield r xia(t12dt), ṙ xia(t1dt), and r̈ xia(t1dt).
~6! Using the values ofr (t1dt), ṙ (t1dt), and r̈ (t1dt)
from step~5!, we can obtain more accurate values of t
variablesṡ(t1dt), s̈(t1dt), Ȧ(t1dt), and Ä(t1dt).
These accurate values ofṡ(t1dt), s̈(t1dt), Ȧ(t1dt),
and Ä(t1dt) are then used in step~5! to yield accurate
values ofr xia(t12dt), ṙ xia(t1dt), and r̈ xia(t1dt).
~7! Next, we increment the MD time bydt and return to step
~1!.
VI. APPLICATION TO THE DEFORMATION OF
POLYETHYLENE
To demonstrate the applicability of the MD method d
scribed above to the deformation of polymer systems,
present a simple application of this method to the isotherm
constant strain rate, uniaxial deformation of a model polye
ylene ~PE! glass. The goal of this application is to demo
strate that the numerical method described in Sec. V wo
and that all of the variables are controlled in accordance w
the proposed statistical mechanics ensemble.
The amorphous PE employed in this simulation is d
scribed in terms of the united atom model, in which the C2
group is considered as one united or quasiatom. The un
atom approximation is used in order to make the study o
relatively large system possible without placing undue
mands on computational resources. The united atoms
connected by bonds which are constrained to a fixed len
~0.153 nm!. Nonbonded, modified Lennard-Jones~LJ! poten-
tial, bond bending and torsional potentials are used to
scribe the remaining interactions. We employ exactly
same forms of the potentials and parameters as did Br
and Clarke,4 with the exception that we modified th
Lennard-Jones potential in order to insure that the poten
and its first derivative has a smooth cutoff at 2.5r 0 , where
r 0 is the Lennard-Jones length parameter~described below!.
The modified Lennard-Jones potential acts on all pairs
united atoms, except those neighboring pairs separate
less than four bonds on one chain. The modification to
Lennard-Jones potential used here~in order to insure a
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where r is the distance between pairs of united atomse
557K•kB is the well-depth of the LJ potential,n
50.428 nm is the LJ length parameter andkB is Boltzmann’s
constant. The constantsB150.016 132e, B253136.6e, B3
5268.069e, B4520.083 312e, and B550.746 89e are
chosen to insure a smooth cut atr 52.5r 0 . The bending po-
tential is a potential written in terms of the valence angleu






where ku 5 520 kJ/mol. The torsional potential is a fou
body potential written in terms of the dihedral anglef ~de-
fined by three successive bond vectors!,




where C058.832 kJ/mol, C1518.087 kJ/mol, C2
54.880 kJ/mol, andC35231.800 kJ/mol.
In order to keep the system size small yet without int
ducing significant surface effects, we employ period
boundary conditions in all three orthogonal directions. T
system simulated here consists of 1500 united atoms
ranged into five equal length polymer chains. The method
which the initial amorphous polymer structure was co
structed will be presented in a future paper. The simulat
results presented below were for runs performed at 100
which is below the glass transition temperature of this mo
amorphous PE. The normal stress in they and z directions
was fixed at atmospheric pressure which, for all practi
purposes, is indistiguishable from zero.
The conservation of the HamiltonianH in Eq. ~4.10! for
constantLx serves as a sensitive test of the errors associ
with a MD algorithm. However,H is not strictly conserved
in any MD simulation because of numerical errors. For t
sake of computational efficiency, the time step should be
large as possible such that the simulation remains sta
Fluctuations inH of order 0.01% are generally acceptab
Larger fluctuations, associated with time steps that are
large, tend to destabilize the entire simulation. In the pres
simulation, we typically employ a time step ofdt 5 t
5 2.63 3 10215 s ~i.e., 2.63 fs!. Using this time step, we
find fluctuations inH of approximately 0.005%. The size o
the fluctuation increases with increasing time ste
Andersen18 suggested that the rms fluctuation ofH should be






















































4405Yang, Srolovitz, and Yee: Molecular dynamics for deformationFor the range of time steps examined for this simulat
method 0.5t < dt < 2t we found that the rms fluctuation
in H are indeed proportional to (dt)2, which suggests tha
our algorithm is numerically equivalent to the Verlet alg
rithm.
In order to simulate a constant strain rate uniaxial def
mation test, one dimension of the simulation cellLx was
increased at a fixed rate. In the simulations discussed be
the strain rate was fixed at 1026/t, which means that the
length of the sampleLx is doubled in 10
6 MD time steps
~i.e., an engineering strain of 100%!. In these simulations
we setws 5 2.0 3 10
3 amu Å2 and wA 5 1.5 amu Å
22.
While there is no physical basis to guide the choice of th
parameters, we chose these values such that the sy
equilibrates relatively quickly and remains stable.
Figure 2 shows the variation of the temperature of
system during a constant~engineering! strain rate test. The
data in this figure are averaged over 200dt. While the tem-
perature of the system does fluctuate, the average temp
ture is very nearly constant. The averaged value of temp
ture over the deformation range in the plot is 100.03
which is very close to the prescribed value 100 K. This de
onstrates that the temperature control aspect of the algor
is working properly. The magnitude of the temperature flu
tuation is dictated by our choice of the thermal inertiaws and
by the degree of averaging used. In addition to controll
the temperature, the algorithm is designed to maintain
normal stresses in the direction perpendicular to the st
axis constant. Figure 3 shows the variation of the aver
transverse stress (syy 1 szz)/2 with the applied strainexx
during a uniaxial tensile test. As with the temperature,
transverse stress fluctuates about a nearly constant v
Careful examination of the data upon which Fig. 3 is bas
shows that the averaged value of the transverse stress is20.9
atm, which is close to the prescribed value of21 atm
FIG. 2. The variation of the temperature with strain during a constant st
rate (1026t21) tensile test. The external temperatureText was set at 100 K.



















~'20.1 MPa!. This demonstrates that the transverse str
control aspect of the algorithm is working properly also. T
magnitude of the fluctuations~which are large compared
with the average! are dictated by our choice ofwA and the
averaging interval.
In the x-direction, the strain is controlled, and we me
sure the stress. The engineering stress–strain curve as
ated with the constant strain rate tensile test of our mo
amorphous polyethylene is presented in Fig. 3. Unlike in
tensile test of a bulk sample, the simulated stress–st
curve is far from smooth. This roughness is real and is
associated with numerical errors. Each small spike in
stress–strain curve is associated with a particular molec
motion/rearrangement. Since the simulation cell from wh
this data is extracted contains only 1500 united atoms in
macromolecules, each abrupt molecular rearrangem
yields a spike in the stress–strain curve. These individ
spikes would not be seen in a simulation performed usin
very large number of molecules, since the stress is avera
over the entire system. Alternatively, a smooth stress–st
curve could be obtained if we averaged the results over s
eral statistically equivalent simulation runs using a small s
tem.
Several features of the stress–strain curve are nota
The stress–strain curve exhibits a well defined linear ela
regime followed by a stress maximum~ultimate tensile
strength! of 0.19 GPa at a strain of approximately 15%. T
Young’s modulus estimated from the linear region of Fig
is approximately 2.2 GPa, which is similar to that report
by Brown and Clarke4 for their simulations using a simila
potential. The yield stress/strain is subject to our choice
definition. If we define the yield strain in terms of significa
deviation from linearity on the scale of the Fig. 3, we find
yield strain of 6%. These high yield and ultimate streng
~and concomitantly high strains! are probably too high for
in
FIG. 3. The tensilesxx and average transverse normal stresses (sxx
1 syy)/2 as a function of strainexx in a constant strain rate (10
26t21)
















































4406 Yang, Srolovitz, and Yee: Molecular dynamics for deformationbulk, amorphous polyethylene. This is because yield~like
fracture! depends on the presence of easy-to-shear region
the material. As the sample size is increased, more eas
shear regions and easier-to-shear regions will exist, the
decreasing the yield/ultimate stress and strain. Additiona
the magnitude of the parameterwA may affect the absolute
value of the yield stress/strain as it affects the degree
mechanical constraint. It is important to recall that the str
rates used in the present simulation (;3.83108/s) are ap-
proximately six orders of magnitude larger than the high
strain rates typically used in experiment. Since yielding a
flow in amorphous polymers are thermally activated, th
high strain rate are expected to have a pronounced effec
the magnitude of the yield and flow stresses. In order
extract realistic yield/flow stresses from simulations of t
type, yield/flow stresses could be determined for a range
strain rates and extrapolated into the experimentally
cesible regime.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described a new, extended
semble molecular dynamics algorithm for simulati
uniaxial, strain rate controlled tensile tests, the most co
monly performed type of mechanical testing. This new alg
rithm is a generalization of Andersen’s9 and Nose´’s11 ex-
tended ensemble concept to the constant number of par
N, constant temperatureT, fixed uniaxial displacementLx ,
and fixed transverse stress~syy andszz! ensemble; i.e., the
NTLxsyyszz ensemble. In order to accomplish this goal, w
have derived an appropriate Lagrangian, Hamiltonian
equations of motion for all of the degrees of freedom of
system~i.e., the positions and momenta of all particles p
two parameters used to fix the transverse stress and tem
ture!. Since our ultimate application of this new algorithm
the uniaxial deformation of amorphous polymers, we e
tended this general approach to treat molecular system
which the intrachain bond lengths are fixed. This is do
within the framework of the SHAKE algorithm originally
proposed by Ryckaert and co-workers.6–8 This was accom-
plished by rewriting the Lagrangian of the system in terms
the centers of mass of the individual molecules and the r
tive atomic coordinates. The equations of motion are num
cally integrated using a variation of the velocity Verl
algorithm,13 modified to account for the bond length co
straints. Constant strain rate deformation studies can be
formed by increasing the simulation cell sizeLx at a fixed
rate. In order to ensure that this new algorithm correspo
to theNTLxsyyszz ensemble, we simulated a constant str
rate tensile test of a model amorphous polyethylene sys
The results demonstrate that the temperature and trans
stress are well controlled and a reasonable stress–s
curve is obtained. Therefore, we conclude that our new
gorithm works and is appropriate for modeling the uniax
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APPENDIX
In this appendix, we demonstrate that the equations
motion derived in Sec. III yield the partition function consi
ent with theNTLxsyyszz ensemble. To do this, we follow
the approach originally outlined by Nose´.11 In an
NTLxsyyszz ensemble, the variation of the energy of th
system is described by
dE5Text•ds2Pext•Lx•dA. ~A1!
The partition function associated with Eq.~A1! is
ZNTLxPyyPzz5
1
N! E AE dpNE drN exp$2@E~rN,pN!
1PextLxA#/kBText%, ~A2!
where we use the compact notation* dpN
5* dp1* dp2•••* dpN to indicate multidimensional inte
grals.
The Hamiltonian associated with the equations of m
tion derived in Sec. III is given in Eq.~3.4!. The partition
function associated with theNTLxsyyszz ensemble is given
as the integral over all of the variables~and their momenta!,
but constrained to satisfy the Hamiltonian~since the Hamil-
tonian is conserved!. Therefore, the partition function of th
extended system can be written as
Z5
1
N! E dpsE dsE dpAE dAE dpxNE dxN











A D 1F1 ps22ws





Hered(x) denotes the Diracd function. By substituting Eqs
~3.2! and ~3.8! into Eq. ~A3!, we can expressZ in terms of
real variables and their momenta,
Z5
1
N! E dpsE dpAE dAE dpxNE dxNE dpyN
3E dyNE dpzNE dzNE dssf
3dF(
i
S pxi2 1pyi2 1pzi22mi D 1F1 ps
2
2ws

















in Eq. ~A4!, we find
Z5
1
N! E dpsE dAE dpAE dpxNE dxNE dpyN
3E dyNE dpzNE dzNE ds
3dS s2expH 2FE~rN,pN!1 ps22ws 1 pA
2
2wA





N! E dpsE dAE dpAE dpxN
3E dxNE dpyNE dyNE dpzNE dzN



















whereZNTLxPyyPzz is defined in Eq.~A1!. Since the partition
function in Eq.~A6! is proportional to the partition function
defined directly in terms of theNTLxsyyszz ensemble@i.e.,
Eq. ~A1!#, we conclude that the equations of motion deriv
in Sec. III are consistent with theNTLxsyyszz ensemble.
Note: that the coefficient ofZNTLxPyyPzz is a constant and
constant proportionality only effect the normalization of t
partition function.
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